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Executive Summary

Common Crawl is a small nonprofit organization that has created a massive (9.5-plus
petabytes), freely available archive of web crawl data dating back to 2008. This data
has been valuable for many researchers, but since 2020 when OpenAI published
GPT-3, the large language model (LLM) that still powers the free version of ChatGPT,
Common Crawl has become one of the most important sources of training data for
generative AI. However, Common Crawl’s role in generative AI has received relatively
little attention so far. In this report, we look at Common Crawl in-depth and ask what
its popularity means for trustworthy AI.

Common Crawl primarily wants to level the playing field for technology development,
not just provide data for AI training. It was founded in 2007 with the intention to mimic
the way Google crawled the web for its search engine. Common Crawl’s goal is to
make both the kinds and the amounts of data that usually only big tech companies like
Google have access to available to researchers and smaller businesses.

Common Crawl’s mission as an organization does not easily align with the needs of
trustworthy AI development. Its guiding principle is that less curation of the provided
data enables more research and innovation by downstream users. Common Crawl
therefore deliberately does not remove hate speech, for example, because it wants its
data to be useful for researchers studying hate speech. However, such data is
undesirable when training LLMs because it might lead to harmful outputs by the
resulting models.

Common Crawl does not contain the “entire web,” nor a representative sample of it.
Despite its size, there are important limitations on how much of the web is covered.
The crawling process is almost entirely automated to prioritize pages on domains that
are frequently linked to, which makes domains related to digitally marginalized
communities less likely to be included. The language and regional coverage is strongly
skewed toward English content. Moreover, a growing number of relevant domains like
Facebook and the New York Times block Common Crawl from crawling most (or all) of
their pages.

When used as a source for AI training, Common Crawl should be used with care, but
such care is often lacking. Due to Common Crawl’s deliberate lack of curation, AI
builders do not use it directly as training data for their models. Instead, builders choose
from a variety of filtered Common Crawl versions to train their LLMs. However, there is
a lack of reflection among AI builders about the limitations and biases of Common
Crawl’s archive. Popular Common Crawl versions are especially problematic when
used to train LLMs for end-user products because the filtering techniques used to
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create them are simplistic and often focused on removing pornography or boilerplate
text like the names of navigational menu items, leaving lots of other types of
problematic content untouched.

Common Crawl and AI builders have a shared responsibility for making generative AI
more trustworthy.While Common Crawl was never primarily about providing AI
training data, it now positions itself as an important building block for LLM
development. However, it continues to provide a source that AI builders need to filter
before model training. Both groups can help make generative AI more trustworthy in
their own ways. Common Crawl should better highlight the limitations and biases of its
data and be more transparent and inclusive about its governance. It could also enforce
more transparency around generative AI by requiring AI builders to attribute their
usage of Common Crawl. AI builders should put more effort into filtering out more
types of problematic content and try to better take into account the various cultural
contexts in which their generative AI products are deployed. There is also a need for
industry standards and best practices for end-user products to reduce potential harms
when using Common Crawl or similar sources for training data. In addition, AI builders
should create or support dedicated intermediaries tasked with filtering Common Crawl
in transparent and accountable ways that are continuously updated. Long term, there
should be less reliance on sources like Common Crawl and a bigger emphasis on
training generative AI on datasets created and curated by people in equitable and
transparent ways.
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Introduction

“Often it is claimed that Common Crawl contains the entire web, but that’s absolutely
not true. Based on what I know about how many URLs exist, it’s very, very small.”
(Interview, main crawl engineer at Common Crawl)

Common Crawl (henceforth also referred to as CC) is an organization that has been
essential to the technological advancements of generative AI, but is largely unknown
to the broader public. This California nonprofit with only a handful of employees has
crawled billions of web pages since 2008 and it makes this data available without
charge via Amazon Web Services (AWS). Because of the enormous size and diversity
(in terms of sources and formats) of the data, it has been pivotal as a source for training
data for many AI builders. Generative AI in its current form would probably not be
possible without Common Crawl, given that the vast majority of data used to train the
original model behind OpenAI’s ChatGPT, the generative AI product that set off the
current hype, came from it (Brown et al. 2020). The same is true for many models
published since then.

Although pivotal, Common Crawl has so far received relatively little attention for its
contribution to generative AI. Its size and prevalent usage across many models is
inadvertently hinted at in (dubious) claims that generative AI products have been
trained on (nearly) the “entire internet” (see for example McKinsey 2023; or Morrison
2023). Common Crawl has recently come under fire for potentially including
unauthorized copyrighted material in the corpus it makes freely available. The New
York Times sued OpenAI and Microsoft because their models were allegedly trained on
its content. One piece of evidence provided in the lawsuit is that Common Crawl
contained a substantial amount of content from NYTimes.com when OpenAI launched
ChatGPT (the Times has since pushed Common Crawl to remove this content from its
archives). Like other content creators, the Times is concerned that AI models trained on
Common Crawl will be able to mimic its work without providing compensation. More
and more platforms, online communities, and news media want to block or charge
money for access to their data. An increasingly important component of those efforts is
blocking or misdirecting web crawlers, including Common Crawl’s.

However, those claims and controversies suggest a lack of understanding about
Common Crawl and the data it provides. First, Common Crawl has never solely been
about providing AI training data. It was founded in 2007, long before the advent of
generative AI and even before terms like “big data” became popular, and for most of its
existence the majority of its users were researchers across various fields. Second, while
the data it provides is massive (more than 9.5 petabytes), it is far from representing the
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“entire web,” which Common Crawl emphasizes too (see below). Uncritically assuming
that generative AI models have been trained on the entire web by simply including a
lot of data from Common Crawl washes over the shortcomings and biases inherent in
this data. Third, it is worth noting that Common Crawl does not contain complete
replicas of specific web domains (and their potentially copyrighted materials).

This lack of understanding is problematic because what data AI builders choose to
train their models on is important, as it has downstream effects for how these models
behave and what they are useful for. Considering the impact of generative AI on
societies worldwide, this report sheds light on the implications of Common Crawl’s
popularity by exploring the values that guide Common Crawl itself in-depth.

A lot of critical research and journalistic reporting about AI training data looks at its
contents, and some have also highlighted what is included in Common Crawl’s corpus
specifically (see for example Luccioni and Viviano 2021; Schaul, Chen, and Tiku 2023).
This work is important for assessing fairness and bias. However, in this report, we take
a different approach to assess how the values and practices of Common Crawl affect
AI models trained on it by studying its data as infrastructure. Common Crawl is never
used directly to train generative AI because it contains too much data that is
considered undesirable for AI model training. Instead, AI builders filter Common Crawl
before the training; there are a handful of filtered Common Crawl versions that are
used frequently. Common Crawl therefore has an infrastructural role within generative
AI research and development in the sense that it provides a basis from which AI
builders create training datasets. Infrastructures shape the practices and sense-making
of the people who use them. As media studies scholar Luke Munn argues:

One of the things that make infrastructures so powerful is that they model their own
ideals. They privilege certain logics and then operationalize them. And in this sense…
they both register wider societal values and establish blueprints for how they should be
carried out. (Munn 2022)

Given Common Crawl’s role as a foundational building block for many generative AI
models, studying its influence as infrastructure allows us to evaluate the stated values
and intentions that guide the creation and continued maintenance of its data mean for
AI models trained on it. To explore this, this report is structured as follows:

1. We start with a discussion of our research methodology and its strengths and
limitations.

2. Then we explain how Common Crawl’s data is used to train generative AI and
how frequently AI builders have relied on it.
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3. Next, we examine the values and practices of Common Crawl itself, and how its
data is collected.

4. Then we take a closer look at how AI builders filter Common Crawl’s data
before training their models with it.

5. Finally, we discuss the implications of Common Crawl’s popularity for
trustworthy AI and ask what needs to change to build more trustworthy
generative AI products.
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Methods and limitations

To study the influence of Common Crawl on generative AI, we followed Denton et al.
(2020) and looked at the histories, values, and norms embedded in its datasets. This
means examining the motivations, assumptions, and values of the people at Common
Crawl who shape the purpose and design of the crawl. To achieve this, our approach
included the collection of quantitative data about Common Crawl’s prevalence as a
data source for generative AI, but primarily relied on the qualitative analysis of various
sources (see a detailed list below).

To provide evidence about Common Crawl’s importance for generative AI, we collected
information about generative AI models released between 2019 and October 2023.
Given the speed at which new models are released, creating a comprehensive list of
every single model published within this time frame turned out to be very difficult,
however. To make our work more feasible, we decided early on to limit ourselves to
text generators used for applications like ChatGPT, not image generators and
multimodal models. We also limited our collection to pre-trained, not adapted models
(this distinction is explained in the next section). In addition to the general difficulties of
compiling a comprehensive list, our collection also suffers from a lack of transparency,
especially when it comes to some of the more popular models, such as OpenAI’s
GPT-4 and Meta AI’s Llama v2, that do not provide any information about their training
data. Despite these shortcomings, we’re confident that our data aptly reflects the
industry’s reliance on Common Crawl.

Our primary sources for collecting text generator models were two academic papers
that were continuously updated throughout 2023: Yang et al. (2023) and Zhao et al.
(2023). Both are meant as practical introductions to large language models (LLMs) and
provide overviews of published models. They were chosen based on cross-referencing
with other academic and non-academic collections (for example Kim 2023). For each
model, we reviewed its accompanying research paper and recorded a) whether
Common Crawl’s data had been used and b) what specific version of Common Crawl
was utilized. Our full list is available here.

To gain a deep understanding of Common Crawl itself, we relied on various qualitative
data sources. First, we conducted semi-structured interviews, each approximately 40
minutes long, with two pivotal members of Common Crawl’s staff: its current director
and its main crawl engineer. Both interviewees were asked how Common Crawl2

reflects the web, how the crawl is conducted, how the data is processed, and about

2 The interview with the crawl engineer was conducted in German, all quotes from it were translated into
English by the author.
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Common Crawl’s relationship with builders of generative AI. Specifically tailored to
their roles, the director was asked about the mission and purpose of the organization,
and the crawl engineer about the intricacies of the crawl itself and the organization’s
history (given his tenure was longer than the director’s, who was appointed a few
months prior to the interview).

Common Crawl only had three employees when we collected our data. We therefore
collected additional materials to increase our understanding of Common Crawl’s
impact on generative AI:

● Eight discussion threads from Common Crawl’s public mailing list: We first
examined all 376 discussion threads from January 2020 (the year OpenAI
published GPT-3) to October 2023 and selected those related to the
representativeness of the data for the entire web, the organization’s relationship
with AI builders, its mission, and explanations of how the crawl works.
Interesting for our analysis were individual posts by Common Crawl staffers, not
the entire discussion threads. Following the initial analysis, we used keywords
to search the archives going back to 2011 with 1157 discussion threads. Those
keywords were informed by our interviews and our manual review of more
recent discussions on the mailing list: [LLM], [LLMs], [“large language model”],
[OpenAI], [“Open AI”], [C4], [“Colossal Clean Crawled Corpus”], [AI], [NLP],
[quality], [blekko].3

● Common Crawl’s website: We reviewed all pages of the website. We also
included three relevant posts from the blog (which dates back to 2011).

● Presentation slides created by the main crawl engineer: Prior to our interview,
the main crawl engineer shared slides he prepared for builders in the natural
language processing (NLP) field. See Nagel (2023).

● Three published interviews with Common Crawl’s founder and Chairman Gil
Elbaz: We were particularly interested in his motivations and vision guiding the
foundation of Common Crawl in 2007. We searched Google with the following
keywords: [“Gil Elbaz” + “Common Crawl”], [“Gil Elbaz” + “Factual”], [“Gil Elbaz”
+ “interview”], [“Gil Elbaz” + “Google”]. We picked interviews by Cremades
(2019), Rogers (2014), and Zaino (2012) as most relevant for filling our
knowledge gaps.

● Two articles highlighting perspectives from past leadership: We included two
interviews with two different former directors of Common Crawl, Lisa Green
(Owens 2014) and Sara Crouse (Leetaru 2017), that provided relevant
information about Common Crawl’s historical trajectory and self-perception.

3 Square brackets are used to indicate search terms, meaning inside the brackets are the exact searches used.
“blekko” is the name of a search engine startup that historically played an important role for Common Crawl.
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This qualitative data was analyzed using qualitative coding with the Taguette QDA
software (Rampin and Rampin 2021). We used inductive qualitative coding following
Braun and Clarke’s (2012) thematic analysis to guide the discovery of recurrent themes
across our various data sources. These themes provided us with valuable insights
related to our primary interest in the downstream effects of Common Crawl’s
prominence for generative AI.

As Common Crawl offers its data in individual crawls that have to be downloaded
separately (more on this below), our analysis is limited to understanding how the crawl
data that most LLM builders used to train their models since 2020 was collected
(which roughly covers 2017 to 2023). While we do look into Common Crawl’s history
to the degree that it is still relevant for more recent crawls, we did not conduct a more
in-depth analysis into how the crawl has evolved over time, since Common Crawl’s
founding in 2007. If AI builders include a significant amount of crawl data from before
2017, this history is relevant, as both the frequency with which crawls were conducted
and how Common Crawl discovered new URLs to crawl differed significantly (Nagel
2023). A more in-depth analysis of Common Crawl’s history could have involved
interviewing former Common Crawl employees, including founder Gil Elbaz.

Finally, because our focus is on how Common Crawl works and how it perceives its
own role within the AI ecosystem, we did not investigate in-depth how AI builders use
and think about Common Crawl’s data, for example by conducting additional
interviews with relevant builders. While we do look into how AI builders filter
Common Crawl, we deemed a review of research papers published by builders
sufficient. Our work forms a useful basis for future research in this direction and
complements existing work like Orr and Crawford’s (2023) study.
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Common Crawl’s role in generative AI

To clarify Common Crawl’s role in generative AI, it is important to understand that
there are roughly two phases in the production process of generative AI products: the
pre-training phase and the fine-tuning phase.

The pre-training phase typically refers to training an LLM that is good at predicting the
next token in a sequence, which can be the next word (or part of a word) in a sentence,
the next pixel in an image, or something else. While there are generative AI models
that do not rely on LLMs, most of them do (especially text generators) and we will
focus on this type of generative AI for the purposes of this report. Training LLMs
requires massive amounts of data, too massive to manually create, label, or review it.
Therefore, pre-training relies on automated and scalable data creation and curation
techniques, and on unsupervised learning (meaning the AI model is not given labeled
data to guide how the information should be classified during training). The resulting
LLM is essentially a massive token prediction machine that continues any given
sequence (for instance, a prompt in a chatbot).

By themselves, pre-trained LLMs are not very useful to most people. Getting a
pre-trained LLM to produce a desired output can require a lot of work because they do
not reliably follow instructions, and without any adaptation they are very likely to
(re)produce problematic, unverified, or biased content that may have been part of their
pre-training data. Pre-trained LLMs can form the basis for many different applications,
however, which is why they have also been called foundation models (Bommasani et
al. 2021). As Microsoft’s CTO Kevin Scott stated, he does not consider these models
“products,” but “infrastructure. They are building blocks that you use to make products,
but they are not products themselves” (in Patel 2023). This is possible because LLMs
can be modified after their initial pre-training.

The fine-tuning phase is about modifying LLMs so that they more reliably produce
desired outputs. A lot of different fine-tuning techniques exist, and new ones keep
emerging. One prominent approach is “reinforcement learning from human feedback”
(RLHF), which was used by OpenAI to modify its LLM called GPT-3 to create ChatGPT
(Ouyang et al. 2022). Among other things, RLHF involves data workers rating multiple
responses by the LLM to the same prompt (from best to worst), following instructions
from AI builders and writing ideal question and answer pairs for training. By optimizing
their model to produce outputs rated highly by data workers, AI builders make LLMs
act more predictably. Other, cheaper techniques to adapt LLMs that do not require
hiring data workers are prompt engineering and Retrieval Augmented Generation
(RAG).
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In the following, we will focus on pre-training because this is where Common Crawl
plays a crucial role.

Pre-training data curation for text generators

As mentioned above, LLM builders typically seek to maximize the quality, size, and
diversity of their training data. This makes Common Crawl useful because it is a
massive collection of mostly HTML code and text extracted from billions of URLs
across the web, about 9.5 petabytes in total as of mid-2023 (Interview CC Director).
Especially in natural language processing (NLP), Common Crawl has been used for
almost a decade already (Hayes 2015), well before the recent boom of generative AI
(one of the earliest examples is Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014). However,
with the invention of the transformer technology (Vaswani et al. 2017) that enabled a
major leap in generative AI, the demand for greater volumes of training data increased.
This made Common Crawl more popular. Early generative AI models actually relied on
it even more than most newer ones, sometimes using nothing other than Common
Crawl for the pre-training (Gao et al. 2020).

Exclusively relying on Common Crawl’s data to train AI models has downsides,
however. It contains large amounts of content that is undesirable for AI training:
problematic content like hate speech and pornography (Luccioni and Viviano 2021),
and low quality content like “boiler-plate text like menus, error messages, or duplicate
text” (Raffel et al. 2019). To mitigate this, AI builders use filtered versions of Common
Crawl for the training.

Since 2020, AI builders increasingly use a collection of various (relatively) small
datasets, like timebound Wikipedia snapshots that they consider “high quality.” Doing
so was found to potentially “improve the general cross-domain knowledge and
downstream generalization capabilities of the model” (Gao et al. 2020) Filtered
versions of Common Crawl continue to be essential for many models, however, as AI
builders use them to scale up the size of their pre-training data to ensure their LLMs
have the desired performance. The overall proportion of Common Crawl often remains
significant. For example, Common Crawl made up more than 80% of the tokens in
OpenAI’s GPT-3 (Brown et al. 2020).

A review of 47 LLMs for text generation published between 2019 and October 2023
shows that at least 64% of these models (30) used at least one filtered version of
Common Crawl for their pre-training (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Count of 47 text generator LLMs published between 2019 and October 2023 using
Common Crawl for their pre-training. “Unknown” refers to instances where AI builders did
not disclose enough information about the pre-training data to determine whether Common

Crawl was used.

Most AI builders do not filter Common Crawl themselves, but rely on versions
published by others (Figure 2). Popular filtered versions are Alphabet’s “Colossal Clean
Crawled Corpus” (“C4,” see Raffel et al. 2019) and “Pile-CC,” a version of Common
Crawl included in EleutherAI’s LLM training dataset “The Pile” (Gao et al. 2020). Note
that in some cases, AI builders use more than one filtered version. For example, Meta
AI’s Llama v1 used two because the authors claim that “using diverse pre-processed
CommonCrawl [sic] datasets improves performance” (Touvron, Lavril, et al. 2023).
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Figure 2: Five most used filtered versions of Common Crawl among 47 text generator LLMs
published between 2019 and October 2023. The count shows how many LLMs used this
version for their pre-training. “Custom CC” means that AI builders a) applied their own

filtering, rather than relying on filtering techniques published elsewhere, and b) their exact
filtering techniques were not used elsewhere.

The practice of scaling up pre-training data with filtered Common Crawl versions is so
widespread that the BigScience workshop, a huge international undertaking from 2021
to 2022 to create an open LLM as an alternative to the offerings of leading AI
companies, added a filtered version of Common Crawl to its training data because “not
including it would constitute too much of a departure and risk invalidating comparisons
[with previously released LLMs]” (Laurençon et al. 2023). The comment indicates just
how much Common Crawl has shaped AI builders’ expectations of their model’s
performance and behavior. To better understand Common Crawl’s influence, we will
now take a closer look at the organization and the data it provides.
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Common Crawl’s mission: Enabling others to work like
Google

Common Crawl’s mission and values as an organization stem from those of its founder,
Gil Elbaz, who not only created the nonprofit organization in 2007, but has financed it
and acted as its chairman ever since (Interview CC Director). Common Crawl has
always been small in terms of staff, and Elbaz is the only individual who has been
involved continuously without interruptions throughout its lifecycle.

Before Common Crawl, Elbaz was one of the co-founders of Applied Semantics in
1999, a company that gathered and categorized information on websites to serve
contextual advertisements using a technology called AdSense. In 2003, Applied
Semantics was acquired by Google (now Alphabet), and Elbaz joined Google and
worked there until 2007. In later interviews, Elbaz described how his experience at
Google led him to leave and start what he refers to as “neutral data companies”:

It was amazing, but it also refined and continued to shape my world view [sic] that the
data moat is an incredible advantage that Google has…. I became a little bit concerned
that Google could become a monopoly of innovation. I felt like a world where many
companies are bringing innovation forth, across the world, I felt like that ultimately is
the world that I want to live in. So, I started to think about creating a neutral data
company, a company that wants to democratize access to information to provide data to
other companies…. That’s what we ended up doing. (Elbaz in Cremades 2019)

Elbaz is not referring to Common Crawl here, but to Factual, a for-profit company he
founded shortly after Common Crawl in 2008. Factual (which merged with Foursquare
in 2020) specialized in gathering and structuring location data, especially about local
businesses, and sold access to this refined data to other companies, including
Microsoft. While only referring to Factual, the vision of democratizing information
access with “neutral data companies” Elbaz describes above is applicable to Common
Crawl as well. Common Crawl’s stated mission is to provide access to “high quality
crawl data that was previously only available to large search engine corporations” to
“small startups or even individuals” (Common Crawl Foundation, n.d. emphasis added).
In other words, Common Crawl's purpose is to make web data available that otherwise
only a Big Tech company would have access to.

The coexistence of Common Crawl as a nonprofit and Factual as a for-profit business
sheds light on Elbaz’s vision. In an article from 2012 about Common Crawl’s role in the
data tech ecosystem, he is quoted about the relationship as follows:
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Elbaz expects that Common Crawl and efforts that build upon its data may help lay the
foundation of things that will be valuable to applications over time, as well. He posits,
for example, an end user trying to create a restaurant search app and the access she
now can have to more resources to develop it, using Common Crawl directly for free, or
looking up clean, structured Global Place data from Factual (for which the pre-existing
open crawl is one of multiple resources) for a small fee…. ”Each additional resource
creates that much more productivity and manifests itself in better and better consumer
applications,” Elbaz says. (Zaino 2012)

Common Crawl is meant to be a public resource, an infrastructural building block in
Elbaz’s vision that provides largely unrefined web crawl data to anyone for free. The
current director also emphasized the infrastructural quality of Common Crawl that
should help jump-start and uplift its users:

You know, why do you need Common Crawl? It’s all out there on the web, you can just
go get it yourself. But it’s difficult to start and operate a web crawler, so if you’re a
researcher and you want to do some kind of study but need a billion pages before you
can start, that’s a lot of work and there are a lot of issues involved with that. (Interview
CC Director)

The unrefined nature of the data is essential to this notion. Staffers of Common Crawl
frame this as a tradeoff. Offering the largely unrefined crawl data means that in most
cases, this data cannot be used directly without further refinement. At the same time,
the lack of curation is seen as enabling open-ended research and innovation, as the
data is potentially useful to a greater number of use cases than a more curated crawl.
As the director put it:

From a goal standpoint, I don't think we want to necessarily be curating the dataset
because the pages we removed might be of value to downstream users. You might be
looking for the prevalence of hate speech within a certain country…if you’re the
researcher trying to measure the prevalence, you want that material in there. So we
kind of said it’s sort of up to the downstream user to do content classification.
(Interview CC Director)

Factual exemplified a business made easier by this type of nonprofit data
infrastructure; it was a data collection and cleaning warehouse that sold refined data to
others.
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Common Crawl’s data: Machine scale analysis

The “Google-style,” data-driven innovation Elbaz wanted to support is directly
reflected in how Common Crawl collects and provides its data. The process is designed
to support what former director Lisa Green called “machine scale analysis” (in Owens
2014): automated, large-scale analysis of web data across web domains (Interview CC
Director). Common Crawl targets “programmers, data scientists, researchers working
with web data… the page captures are not really useful for ‘end user’ [sic] browsing the
archives. Instead we try to support ‘data users’” (Nagel 2019). In short: Common
Crawl’s data is not meant to support qualitative research or more in-depth analysis of
individual domains. While both might be possible with some caveats, Common Crawl
aims to support the breadth and automation of web analysis rather than its depth.

In practice, this means Common Crawl strives to collect enough data to enable large,
cross-domain analysis, while staying within the bounds of the US fair use doctrine for
copyrighted materials. Among other things, this means that Common Crawl only
collects the HTML code of the crawled pages in most cases, no CSS styling, and in
most cases no images and other media are retained (Leetaru 2017). It also never
collects full copies of domains. There are no complete copies of Wikipedia in Common
Crawl for example. Instead, URLs from domains are sampled and these samples vary
in size depending on the domain’s centrality score (more on this below). In addition,
there is a fixed upper limit of how many URLs are included in a single crawl (Interview
CC Director). The collected data is provided in three different formats; most relevant for
AI builders are WARC files containing the HTML code of the pages with some meta
data, and WET files containing the extracted plaintext from the HTML code.

In other words, working with Common Crawl’s data means working exclusively — or
primarily, depending on how the data is filtered — with text spread across billions of
URLs sampled from web domains. While this has always been true, Common Crawl is
not a homogeneous, singular dataset. Instead, the data is offered as individual crawls
of varying size that have to be downloaded separately. When including Common
Crawl in their pre-training data, AI builders combine multiple crawls, typically starting
from the latest crawl available during the data collection and combining that with
older crawls, often stretching back years of crawling data. However, modern models
usually stay within a time frame that Nagel (2023) describes as Common Crawl’s
latest phase of data collection starting in 2017, where it relies on distinct crawler
implementations and different “approaches to find and sample (prioritize) seeds and
URLs.” In this time frame, crawls are published monthly with three to five billion
crawled URLs each.
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Note that Common Crawl provides two types of crawls, offered separately: the main
crawls, and a crawl specifically for news that is updated more frequently than the main
one. We will focus on the main crawl because the news crawl is rarely used by AI
builders to train their LLMs (only once in our sample of 47 text generation models).

How Common Crawl decides which URLs to crawl

When Common Crawl’s current main crawl engineer joined the organization in 2016,
his primary task was to make Common Crawl less dependent on external seed
donations, which were its most important source for finding new URLs to crawl
between 2013 and 2016 (Interview CC Crawl Engineer). Seed donations are annotated
lists of URLs shared (donated) by other organizations. One of the most important seed
donors was the search engine startup blekko, which was acquired by IBM in 2015.
However, seed donations dwindled over time, and Common Crawl was interested in
automating the discovery of new URLs which were considered of good quality. The
classic way of automatically discovering new URLs — following links on crawled
pages — tends to include a lot of low-quality web data, not least because it is prone to
link spam.

Inspired by an independent nonprofit search engine project called Common Search
(discontinued in 2018), Common Crawl developed an approach that builds on ranking
web domains by calculating their harmonic centrality (Interview CC Crawl Engineer).
Harmonic centrality measures the importance of a node in a network based on the
distance this node has to all the other nodes, with shorter distances contributing more
to the score than longer ones. In other words, the more often a domain is directly or
indirectly linked to, the higher its harmonic centrality score, with more direct links
contributing more. Harmonic centrality essentially captures how accessible a domain is
in the sense that it can be accessed via links on other pages. Compared to other
centrality measures, it is a flat score that treats all domains the same. By contrast,
Google’s PageRank is based on eigenvector centrality, where the importance of a node
is determined by how many other important nodes link to it. Common Crawl opted for
harmonic centrality because it is deemed better at avoiding spam than other centrality
measures (Interview CC Crawl Engineer). The scores are not only used to decide which
domains to crawl, but also how many URLs from those domains to include (the higher
the domain’s score, the more URLs). To decide which URLs to sample from a particular
domain, the domain’s score is projected to all of its URLs and the highest ranking ones
are included (Interview CC Crawl Engineer).
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Figure 3: A simplified overview of Common Crawl’s crawling process.

As illustrated in Figure 3, each crawl starts from a database called CrawlDB that
contained about 25 billion URLs in August 2023 (Interview CC Crawl Engineer). For
each URL, it records the score, a timestamp from when the URL was last fetched,
whether it was crawled successfully, and more (Nagel 2022). The CrawlDB is regularly
expanded by including URLs from previous main crawls, by conducting separate
smaller crawls specifically designed for finding new URLs, and by analyzing sitemaps
(Nagel 2022). To decide which URLs to pick from the CrawlDB for the next main crawl,
Common Crawl combines the harmonic centrality score with additional score points
added or subtracted depending on when the URL was last fetched successfully (with
the goal of including more URLs that have not been crawled before or that haven’t
been included for some time). The score threshold necessary for a domain to be
included is adjusted flexibly to reach the set maximum of URLs for one crawl. The
selection also takes into account how many URLs per domain can be fetched
depending on the domain’s harmonic centrality score (Nagel 2022).

How Common Crawl defines quality data

Common Crawl staffers care about the quality of their data despite their emphasis on
not curating it to enable open-ended innovation and research for downstream users.
Indeed, quality was a frequent theme in our interviews and in Common Crawl’s mailing
list discussions. Quality is discussed in two ways: how Common Crawl’s data
represents the web as a whole and the quality of the URLs included in the crawls. In
both of these discussions, Common Crawl draws on statistical notions of quality: the
measurable diversity of languages or regions and a measurable notion of importance
(harmonic centrality). This reliance on measurable indicators rather than qualitative
assessments of the contents of the crawled data is compatible with Common Crawl’s
light approach to curation.

Regarding Common Crawl’s representativeness of the web as a whole, there are
important limitations for how much of the web is covered:
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● Due to the methodology described above for picking URLs from the CrawlDB,
about 50% of each crawl is made up of URLs that have been fetched in previous
crawls (Interview CC Crawl Engineer). Because some top domains always have
a very high harmonic centrality score (like Wikipedia) they are always included,
while those with lower and varying scores may or may not be.

● Since 2017, crawls have been published monthly, with each crawl capturing
between three and five billion URLs. Common Crawl’s captures are
discontinuous; what happens in between two different crawls is not captured in
hindsight.

● Common Crawl respects robot.txt, a method used by web domain
administrators to tell web crawlers which parts of the domain they are allowed
to visit. Several large domains use robot.txt to block Common Crawl’s crawler
from visiting most or all of their content, like The New York Times and Facebook.
The number of domains blocking Common Crawl is likely to increase in the
wake of “data revolts” (Frenkel and Thompson 2023), where content creators
aim to stop their data from being used to train LLMs.

● Common Crawl’s technical infrastructure is based in the United States, which
skews crawls toward English content (for example, pages providing multiple
languages may serve the English version, Interview CC Crawl Engineer).

Given those limitations, staffers at Common Crawl strongly reject claims that their data
represents the “entire” web. As the main crawl engineer put it:

That’s something I try to explain to everyone: Often it is claimed that Common Crawl
contains the entire web, but that’s absolutely not true. Based on what I know about
how many URLs exist, it’s very, very small. I think that’s really important. (Interview CC
Crawl Engineer)

In addition, staffers express uncertainty about how their data reflects the web as a
whole. While the main crawl engineer is confident that the data is “reasonably
representative” of the web in the sense that he thinks it contains a lot of “relevant
data,” he emphasizes that the problem is not knowing the size of the web as a whole:
“Every year I keep losing faith in my understanding of the web. I have the impression
that I know less and less about it” (Interview CC Crawl Engineer). The director similarly
explains that “the web is practically infinite…. I don’t have a good idea of what the
comprehensiveness [of our data] is and I think even defining what you mean by
comprehensiveness is a task in itself” (Interview CC Director).
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The director calls Common Crawl’s data an “academic sampling of the web” (Interview
CC Director). Common Crawl’s data indeed consists of samples of samples. Each crawl
is made up of URLs sampled from web domains, and those domains are themselves
sampled from the CrawlDB. While the CrawlDB itself is large, it is not designed to
capture as much of the web as possible, as it does not add every URL Common Crawl
finds, but instead relies on harmonic centrality scoring to moderate what is and is not
included (Interview CC Crawl Engineer).

The decision to restrain the total sum of URLs to fetch per crawl is not only
precipitated by limited resources, but also by a decision to balance the size and quality
of the content that is included:

There is also a trade-off between how big you make the crawl and the quality of the
crawl. When we stop at three billion, we think we’re getting a pretty good sampling. If
we were to 10X that, we believe the quality would drop because we’re going into lower
ranked pages and so you’re going to get more junk and then people using it are going to
have to filter out more stuff. (Interview CC Director)

When discussing the quality of the data contained in its crawls, staffers of Common
Crawl frequently discuss spam. In its early years, Common Crawl’s stance toward
spam was consistent with its foundational idea that less curation of the data increases
the potential for open-ended research and innovation by downstream users. In a blog
post from 2011, the organization argued that “it is not clear whether we should really
remove spammy content from the crawl. For example, individuals who want to build a
spam filter need access to a crawl with spam” (Common Crawl Foundation 2011).
Today, avoiding and removing spam is a priority. Not only because spam is considered
low-quality content, but because of “crawler traps,” like domain parks designed to keep
the crawler inside a web of connected spam pages. As the director explains, if the
crawler wanders into such a trap “it can get stuck. And then you look at the crawler
and 80% of it is a particular domain park with a bunch of junk pages trying to sell you
blenders and stuff” (Interview CC Director). Common Crawl uses some heuristics to
identify spam, but in addition to that, spam is the only case where Common Crawl
manually monitors and intervenes in the data collection process to prevent the crawler
from getting trapped (Interview CC Crawl Engineer).

Staffers at Common Crawl also articulate positive notions about what kinds of data
they want to crawl (rather than what they want to avoid). First is language and
regional diversity:
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An important point for me is that the crawl is diverse in terms of language and regional
coverage. If I had more time and resources, that would be the first thing I would
address. (Interview CC Crawl Engineer)

Notably, AI builders have requested more language diversity as well (Interview CC
Director).

Second is relevance. We allude to this in our description of the crawling process above,
which is designed to automatically find new URLs considered good quality. As the
main crawl engineer put it, “I need to know that this domain or website is good, the
other one less so” (Interview CC Crawl Engineer). Using harmonic centrality scoring,
Common Crawl considers a URL to be of higher quality if it is part of a domain that is
often linked to (Interview CC Crawl Engineer).
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How AI builders filter Common Crawl

Common Crawl’s data is meant to be a basis for others to create their own datasets
through filtering and categorization. AI builders have created filtered versions for
pre-training their LLMs that vary greatly in size, content, and purpose. On a high level,
there are four typical filtering approaches (see also Penedo et al. 2023):

● Language filtering: Most popular filtered versions of Common Crawl are English
only. AI builders rely on tools to automatically detect languages.

● Keywords and simple heuristics: This can be applied to the URLs, to entire
documents, or to lines within documents. For example a line-based rule to only
keep lines within a page that end with punctuation marks, or a document-based
rule to remove the entire page if it contains certain keywords considered
harmful, or similarly remove an entire page if its URL contains harmful
keywords.

● AI classifiers: AI builders use another dataset considered high quality (like
Wikipedia snapshots) and create a classifier that only keeps URLs from crawls
that are statistically similar to this reference (typically using text classifiers with
adjustable ranges of similarity thresholds to determine when a page is kept).

● Deduplication: AI builders can remove exact copies of entire documents or parts
of documents, or similar to filtering with AI classifiers, they can remove text
deemed too similar to other text with adjustable ranges of similarity thresholds.

To illustrate, let’s take a closer look at Pile-CC, the version of Common Crawl created
by EleutherAI for its LLM training dataset, The Pile (Gao et al. 2020). First, EleutherAI
conducted its own text extraction from Common Crawl’s WARC files because the
provided WET files were deemed too low quality as they included the names of menu
items, for example. Second, all non-English content was removed. Third, EleutherAI
created an AI classifier and used another dataset it created for The Pile as its
high-quality reference: OpenWebText2, which consists of extracted text from all URLs
posted on Reddit until April 2020 and upvoted at least three times. The text similarity
threshold determining how similar URLs in Common Crawl need to be to
OpenWebText2 pages to be included was adjusted to “filter our subset of CC to the
size we needed” (Gao et al. 2020).

Filtering techniques in popular versions of Common Crawl have been criticized as
inadequate to reliably detect problematic content. EleutherAI itself is a nonprofit AI
research lab for open source AI that does not create end user products and is doing
pioneering work to make generative AI more transparent and interpretable. However,
its version of Common Crawl has been used by many other AI builders without
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engaging with the problematic aspects of the filtering methods used to create it. In
addition, those filtering methods are not unique to Pile-CC. For instance, using URLs
upvoted on platforms with user generated content like Reddit to train reference
classifiers is problematic because these users are far from being representative of any
population. On Reddit, most users are male and white among other issues of
representation bias (Bender et al. 2021). Reddit also struggled with moderating toxic
communities for years (Massanari 2017). A portion of URLs shared in those
communities has likely been included in OpenWebText2 and similar datasets. In
addition to concerns about what constitutes a high-quality reference dataset, excessive
filtering with AI classifiers might also decrease the performance of the resulting model.
With AI classifier-based filtering, the remaining documents could become too “biased
towards the ones with features superficially resembling the high quality data in a way
that satisfies the classifier, rather than truly high quality data” (Gao 2021).

The use of simple heuristics and keywords for filtering, which other popular CC
versions like Alphabet’s C4 solely rely on, has also been criticized. Not only does it fail
at fully removing toxic and biased content, but popular keyword lists used to filter AI
training datasets like the “List of Dirty, Naughty, Obscene, and Otherwise Bad Words”
(used in C4) risk underrepresenting vulnerable groups because those keywords tend to
also remove non-toxic content from LGBTQIA+ communities, for example (Dodge et al.
2021; Simonite 2021). At the same time, a lot of data of questionable quality remains,
for example thousands of machine-translated Japanese patents in C4 (Dodge et al.
2021).

At the heart of the debate about the adequacy or inadequacy of filtering techniques
used in popular Common Crawl versions is an unresolved conflict. Many AI builders
insist that LLMs need to be trained on amounts of text data too large for careful
manual curation, but given that automated filtering for toxicity and bias has significant
limitations (Prabhu and Birhane 2020), they have not established widely adopted
guidelines or practices for how much and what kind of problematic content is tolerable
(if any) in pre-training data, or how its negative effects on the trained model should be
minimized.
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Implications of Common Crawl’s popularity for trustworthy
AI

Common Crawl’s newfound popularity among AI builders has had a huge impact on
Common Crawl itself. This was most obvious with the redesign of its homepage at the
end of August 2023. While the old version did not mention LLMs at all, they are front
and center now. For a short time after the redesign, the starting page highlighted that
Common Crawl provided “82% of raw tokens used to train GPT-3.” A new page about
the project’s impact was added that exclusively talks about and celebrates the impact
of “LLMs based on Open Data,” suggesting that Common Crawl’s impact exclusively or
primarily stems from its role in pre-training LLMs (even though it highlights the large
number of research papers using its data elsewhere).

Underlying this change is exponential growth of Common Crawl’s user base since the
publication of OpenAI’s paper on GPT-3 (Brown et al. 2020), with LLM users now
overshadowing all others (Interview CC Crawl Engineer). The homepage update
reflects the excitement staffers expressed in our interviews about the rising popularity
of LLMs:

I think for the first 15 years of its existence, Common Crawl has kind of been a sleepy
project. It’s been cited in over 8,000 research papers and it’s been a tremendous
resource, but it’s really in the past year I think that LLMs have taken off and we’re all
kind of like, “Oh my God,” you know, “What have we done here?” [laughing] (Interview
CC Director)

At the time of our interviews, Common Crawl was also internally in a process of
change to better adjust to this new role (Interview CC Director). This has already led to
an increase in resources. For a long time, Common Crawl only had one employee and
was solely financed by its founder and chairman Gil Elbaz. In 2023, more staff was
hired and the organization is actively seeking donations to expand its operation
(Interview CC Director).

How all of this will change the way Common Crawl operates is not clear at the time of
writing, but based on our interviews it seems likely that Common Crawl intends to stay
true to its original vision that less curation of its crawl enables more innovation for
downstream users. Asked about Common Crawl’s role within the AI ecosystem, the
director described it as protecting “the point of ingestion of content”:

If you say that a human is allowed to read a webpage, but a machine isn’t, I think that’s
a disparity that we would challenge. We think it’s important to protect the integrity of
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the corpus. If something is on the web, we like to have a copy of it that researchers can
easily get access to…. I think that ripping pages out of the internet to try and change
what an LLM does is not the right approach. You have to do it at the point of use, not at
the point of ingestion. (Interview CC Director)

With Common Crawl’s stance on curation unchanged, its continued influence on LLM
development is unlikely to change drastically in the near future. Taking the findings of
this report together, let’s have a closer look at the implications for trustworthy
generative AI.

Trustworthy AI and Common Crawl

Mozilla defines trustworthy AI as AI that is “demonstrably worthy of trust, tech that
considers accountability, agency, and individual and collective well-being….
[trustworthy] AI-driven products and services are designed with human agency and
accountability from the beginning” (Ricks and Surman 2020). Trustworthy AI products
should respect privacy, be transparent in meaningful ways, and give users control over
their experience.

When considering the implications of Common Crawl’s popularity for trustworthy AI, it
is first of all important to emphasize its positive role in helping to make LLM research
and development more transparent and competitive. Thanks to its openness, filtered
Common Crawl versions used in LLM training are inherently more auditable than any
proprietary training datasets. Notably, the two most popular Common Crawl versions
in our data collection, Pile-CC and C4, arguably increased the transparency of the field
overall. LLMs that are very open and transparent about their data curation and other
aspects (like Bloom) typically came from actors outside of big tech (researchers or
smaller corporate actors) that do not have the resources to collect the data necessary
to build LLMs from scratch. In this way, Common Crawl arguably lived up to its mission
and acted as infrastructure for building LLMs that helped to uplift more and often
smaller players (relative to big tech). With a very small team and limited resources, the
organization manages to maintain a massive amount of freely available data that is
unique; there is no alternative for LLM builders without the resources to crawl billions
of URLs or pay to access a commercial (and usually less transparent) database.

From the perspective of trustworthy AI, however, Common Crawl’s popularity among
builders also has downsides. While Common Crawl enables AI builders to be more
transparent, they do not necessarily make use of that opportunity. They do not always
reveal details about the filtering process and which crawls they extracted from
Common Crawl’s corpus. Some AI builders, including several who describe their LLMs
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as “open,” do not disclose any information about their pre-training data and whether
Common Crawl was used (for example like Meta’s Llama v2, see Touvron, Martin, et al.
2023). Moreover, the massive size and diversity of Common Crawl’s data can make it
difficult to understand exactly what an LLM has been trained on (Luccioni and Viviano
2021). This is reinforced by the (false) assumption among some AI builders that
Common Crawl represents the “entire internet” and by extension, somehow, is a proxy
for representing “all human knowledge.” In addition, the filtering techniques AI builders
use are often too simplistic to seriously address concerns around toxic and biased
training data — something Common Crawl does not provide guidance or leadership on.

The almost symbiotic relationship between Common Crawl and a significant
proportion of LLM builders has also led to the training of generative AI on massive
amounts of copyrighted material, and it is hotly debated whether they are authorized
to do so. As mentioned before, this is sparking “data revolts” (Frenkel and Thompson
2023) by content creators, lawsuits challenging fair use exceptions, and platforms
increasingly shutting down or limiting unpaid API access to their data. These
developments could trend towards making the internet less open and collaborative in
general, and content platforms less transparent and accountable to the public.

When thinking about how the status quo could be improved, it is important to reiterate
that Common Crawl provides a basis from which AI builders can create their own
(filtered) versions of varying quality. Both Common Crawl as the data source and AI
builders as downstream users are equally important to understanding the implications
of Common Crawl’s popularity as a pre-training dataset, but individually, each can
contribute greatly to improving the trustworthiness of AI. Let’s discuss what each of
them can do.

Recommendations for using Common Crawl to train AI

When AI builders use Common Crawl uncritically as though its data covers all or a
majority of the entire internet, they essentially declare a relatively small subsection of
primarily English web pages as being representative of the entire world, even though it
includes proportionately little content from other languages and cultures. Moreover,
given the imperfections of automated filtering techniques that leave a lot of
problematic content in Common Crawl untouched (and unannotated), including in
popular filtered versions like C4 (Schaul, Chen, and Tiku 2023), AI builders have to rely
on containing this toxicity by adapting LLMs after pre-training, for example, with
fine-tuning techniques like RLHF. To what extent this is possible is questionable
(Birhane et al. 2023), but even if we assume that toxic pre-training data can be
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sufficiently contained with fine-tuning and other techniques, as of today, keeping LLMs
“clean” requires the continued efforts of data workers in often precarious working
conditions (Williams, Miceli, and Gebru 2022).

To make generative AI more trustworthy when relying on datasets like Common Crawl,
AI builders should either put more effort into filtering Common Crawl for particular
types of content and consistently provide proper dataset documentation, or they
should put an emphasis on those criteria when choosing a filtered version created by
others. As discussed above, filtering for particular types of content in popular Common
Crawl versions is often limited to removing pornography and relies on simple keyword
lists or AI classifiers trained on user generated content that can itself be problematic
(see above). Going forward, AI builders should consider filtering more types of
problematic content (for example, content that is racist or misogynist) in more nuanced
ways that do not remove non-toxic content created by digitally marginalized
communities. Alternatively, some have argued that toxic content in the training data
can be used to make the model better at detecting and avoiding it. If such approaches
create better results than avoiding harmful content altogether, our suggestions here
remain the same, only that problematic content should then be annotated rather than
filtered out.

Related to better and more transparent filtering or annotating, there should be a
greater diversity of filtered Common Crawl versions for builders to draw from to better
reflect the various cultural contexts in which LLMs are deployed (as what is considered
toxic or problematic varies across cultural contexts). The notion that there can be a
“neutral” or default version of a dataset derived from Common Crawl is a sure path to
mirroring systemic inequities of the internet downstream.

A noteworthy example of a filtered Common Crawl version where the authors put a
stronger emphasis on filtering is the RefinedWeb dataset by the Technology Innovation
Institute (Penedo et al. 2023). Similar to pre-training datasets for early LLMs,
RefinedWeb solely relies on Common Crawl, but with more extensive filtering than
previous variants. No AI classifiers were used, only keywords and heuristics. To filter
out types of content, the authors developed a more nuanced approach that relies on
filtering URLs. They combined a list of 4.6M URLs curated by the University of
Toulouse and primarily designed to regulate internet usage in schools, and a scoring
system for URLs based on the presence of certain keywords. The authors claim that
their approach avoids some of the pitfalls of using AI classifiers or simple blocklists
that can “overly impact minorities” (Penedo et al. 2023). From a trustworthy AI
perspective, RefinedWeb is still far from perfect: The authors only filtered for adult
content, and they did not discuss the limitations and biases in Common Crawl’s
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coverage and how this might influence LLMs trained on RefinedWeb, or the biases in
the university’s URL block list. Whether RefinedWeb really is less problematic than
other Common Crawl versions needs to be independently evaluated. Still, more
experimentation like RefinedWeb that explores more nuanced ways to filter Common
Crawl is desirable from a trustworthy AI perspective.

When it comes to LLMs for end user products, we also need better industry standards
(including through regulation) for evaluating filtered Common Crawl versions and the
downstream effects of those versions on models trained on them. Some AI builders
already use tools that automatically check for profanity or other notions of problematic
content and report the output of those evaluations (like EleutherAI for The Pile, see
Gao et al. 2020). More nuanced, and culturally contextual tools that give an impression
of the kinds of profanity, racism, discrimination etc. found in the datasets would allow
for further customization. Providing a descriptive demographic overview of the
diversity of the content that shows, for example, the regions from where the content
originates, would be useful for evaluating the dataset’s implications for trustworthy AI.
Any tool designed to automatically detect abstract and culturally contextual concepts
is bound to be imperfect, so ideally there should also be evaluations by human
moderators under fair, safe conditions (Davis, Williams, and Yang 2021) before
training. Related to filtering for content, clarity on how intellectual property rules apply
to training LLMs is important, though this has yet to be solved by regulators
worldwide.

In addition, better industry standards and benchmarks for evaluating the effects of
individual datasets on model behavior would be very important for assessing the
implications of using particular datasets for trustworthy AI. This will require more
technical advancements in AI interpretability, but existing tools like EleutherAI’s
Language Model Evaluation Harness that seek to standardize different evaluation
frameworks is a step in this direction.

Finally, another step forward would be trustworthy intermediaries dedicated to
filtering Common Crawl for various purposes. At the moment, the authors of popular
Common Crawl versions are themselves LLM builders: EleutherAI, Alphabet, the
Technology Innovation Institute, and more. This often means that the filtered versions
were intended to train particular LLM models, and in all cases filtering techniques are
not updated and adjusted to take other use cases or criticisms into account after the
original publication. Establishing intermediaries or a commons dedicated to filtering
Common Crawl in transparent and trustworthy ways that are continuously improved
would help make the LLM ecosystem more transparent and less dependent on
datasets that contain a lot of toxicity.
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A different Common Crawl?

Even without changing its curation methods, Common Crawl could still influence how
AI builders use its data to train their models by changing its Terms of Use or adopting a
different data license for its crawl. For example, even just by requiring that the use of
Common Crawl’s data for training LLMs needs to be attributed, similarly to how
Creative Commons Attribution licenses require appropriate credit for republication of
photos or text. This could help address the growing lack of transparency when
providers of influential LLMs like OpenAI with GPT-4 and Meta AI with Llama v2
refuse to provide any information about their pre-training data. In addition, Common
Crawl could require AI builders to document measures taken to ensure their LLMs do
not reproduce unauthorized copyrighted materials, or harmful outputs in products.

Common Crawl could also invest in a more curated and values-oriented crawl. At the
moment, the discovery and selection of URLs to crawl is almost entirely automated.
From a trustworthy AI perspective, this has the disadvantage that only “popular” URLs
are included (popular in the sense that they are often linked to), which makes content
from digitally marginalized communities less likely to be included (see also Noble
2018 discussing this in relation to Google’s PageRank algorithm). This partly is a
technical necessity: crawlers need links to find new content. If a link is only posted on a
Facebook page or on other social media that Common Crawl is denied access to, it will
never discover that URL (Interview CC Crawl Engineer). However, this issue could be
mitigated with a community-driven approach, where groups help identify relevant
content that would make Common Crawl more diverse, not only in terms of languages
and regions, but also in terms of the perspectives represented in its crawls.

Given its mission and history, it seems unlikely that Common Crawl is going to take a
more opinionated approach to its crawl. Still, Common Crawl could contribute to
making generative AI more trustworthy by acknowledging that its current approach is
not neutral, despite what Elbaz envisioned when he described his organizations as
“neutral data companies.” As Common Crawl does not (and cannot) claim to be
representative of the entire web, its samples are necessarily biased. And even if it did
crawl the entire web, global digital divides that extend far beyond questions of basic
access mean that the web is not representative of all people and measures of
popularity or centrality are likely to skew toward expressions of power. Common Crawl
could do more to highlight those biases and help users of its data understand the
consequences, for example by providing quality and toxicity evaluations, or language
labeling. Similarly, being more transparent and inclusive about its governance would
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be an important step forward. Common Crawl’s lack of transparency here is at odds
with its self-image as a public resource. For a long time, there was almost no public
communication from the organization outside of its mailing list (which mostly dealt
with technical questions) and its blog (mostly dedicated to announcing new crawl
data). If Common Crawl was to offer more transparency about data collection and
curation decisions, as well as clarity about the project’s finances, it would be hugely
valuable to AI researchers and help facilitate accountability for what has become a
major public resource for technology development. Moreover, establishing
community-oriented mechanisms like a formal way to make requests about the crawl
or more active participation in community events related to trustworthy AI would help
make the project more inclusive. Common Crawl could also provide resources to help
AI builders understand the implications of using its data to train LLMs. This can be
educational resources about the limitations of its data, or a discussion of the various
tools available for filtering and analyzing the data.

Building an alternative to Common Crawl from scratch would be costly, but it would be
an opportunity to rethink how to ingest comparably large quantities of data according
to a different set of values. Yet another possibility would be to increase the number and
diversity of high-quality datasets curated by humans equitably, and sharing them in
ways that bring value to the communities that created them (as, for instance, with
indigenous data sovereignty). While such datasets may be small relative to Common
Crawl individually, a growing number of such datasets might help to reduce the
reliance of AI builders on datasets with no human curation and only a bare minimum of
automated filtering. Combined with technological advances that make LLMs more
performant when trained on less data, this might help create a future where AI
builders create LLMs that are interpretable, more transparent, and less harmful — in
short, more trustworthy.
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